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INTRODUCTION

The scope of this paper is to provide a brief description of confinement improvement for NPP
V-land supporting thermal-hydraulic analyses and experimental results. Series of analyses
performed in the process of designing an improved confinement system for Bohunice V-]
Nuclear Power Plant, which have mainly been produced in the frame of.

Based on the analytical results obtained in the frame of PHARE Project NSOI/91
"Confinement and Improved ECCS Evaluation", as well as on the additional activities
performed after its finishing, additional modifications during the designing have been proposed
and required to minimise construction works in the EVVST ceiling, while final solution shall
fulfil acceptance criteria set forth in Decision 1/94 of Slovak Nuclear Regulatory Authority

UJD SR in its Decision 1/94 endorsed the territorial decision on the "Gradual reconstruction
of the Bohunice V-l NPP type W E R 440A'-230, Units 1 and 2" provided that UJD
organisational and technical requirements are met.

NRA SR DECISION 1/94 CRITERIA

Item 4 of the aforementioned technical requirements is related to hermetic zone (HZ):

CONFINEMENT (HERMETICAL ZONE)

4.1 To demonstrate the limiting value of overpressure and of negative pressure in
confinement (by calculations, experimentally)

4.2 To upgrade the confinement, including spray system, in such a way, that the limiting
value of overpressure and of negative pressure are not exceeded and the doze
equivalents at the boundary of the exclusion area (50 mSv whole body, 500 mSv
thyroid) are not exceeded, using conservative methods of evaluation for following
initiation events:
- double ended 200 mm pressurizer surge line break

200 mm equivalent diameter primary circuit pipe break
- double ended steam line orfeedwater line break inside confinement
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4.3 If relief valves in confinement will be used following the upgrading, to perform a

functional test of opening, of re-closing, and of tightness.

4.4 To perform an analysis of the resistance of the cover above the reactor head and of
reactor concrete cavity in case of drive reactor control and protection system break,
pipe break in the volume of the rector cavity, respectively.

4.5 To perform an analysis of the resistance of walls separating I&C rooms A004/l-4from
SG compartments under the conditions of an initiation event according to item 4.2.

4.6 Concerning beyond DBA accident for a double ended pipe DN500 mm break to
evaluate, using realistic methods of calculations, the consequence and demonstrate
intact of confinement in such a way, that safety function "cooling the core" will be
remain and the dose equivalents at the boundary of the exclusion area (250 mSv whole
body, 1500 mSv thyroid) are not exceeded.

A.I To submit analyses of beyond design basic accidents, including consequences on
population. (250 mSv whole body, 1500 mSv thyroid)

4.8 To perform an analysis of hydrogen generation in the course of both design and
. beyond design basis accidents.

4.9 To install a system of forced ventilation and recirculation of hermetic boxes
atmosphere with filtered discharge.

PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy of confinement reconstruction is promoted by recommendations of IAEA
Consultants Meeting [2] and Finnish TVO experts [3] related to existing vent flaps retaining and
confinement venting in the beginning of the accident:

"There is no inherent problem with the venting of gases from a confinement,, so long as the
release of any radioactive material does not exceed dose limit criteria established for exclusion
boundary. ... Such venting may be an advantage for a system to release non-condensable gas so
that the pressure may readily go sub-atmospheric by action of sprays during a longer stage of
accident when fuel damage may become a significant source of radioactive material. IAEA
consultants recommended that releases to atmosphere should be evaluated in relation to dose
limit criteria [2]".
"Psychological impact of such a releases containing low activity has to be overcome [3]".

This philosophy is promoted also by the facts, that a good level of the confinement leak-
tightness as the most important long-term characteristic has been achieved in the ongoing
process of confinement improvement (see Fig.A), and also by realisation - application of
conception LBB.
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CONCEPT

Due to a new definition of DBA and BDBA first considerations were connected and oriented on
possible value of pressure peak increasing. In order to precise a new structural analysis and
evaluation, it was necessary to take into account also a fact, that in the design of VVER-440/230
units, there is a specific construction feature - a large emergency boric acid (water) storage tank
(EWST), which is a part of confinement connected with the steam generators compartment. In
the case of VI NPP whole EWST is situated below the steam generators compartment floor.

As a result of structural analyses it was stated that limiting values for HZ structures (4.1 of
NRA SR dec. 1/94) are the following:

for DBA - maximal overpressure 60 kPa [6];

- sub-pressure 15 kPa [4];
- EWST ceiling - downstream pressure difference 33 kPa [7]
- EWST bottom - overpressure above water level 31 kPa [7]

for BDBA - maximal overpressure 120 kPa [6];

- sub-pressure 15 kPa [4];
- EWST ceiling - downstream pressure difference 71 kPa [7]

(90 for a few seconds)
-,£WST bottom - overpressure above water level 75 kPa [7]

Utilisation of increased number of 12 large confinement safety relief flaps with lower opening
pressure set-points (due to DBA limits) offers a relatively simple solution to suppress a pressure
peak - to remove in the initial phase of LOCA a larger portion of air and steam from the
confinement through relief flaps.

Because of flow rate of the steam-air mixture to EWST a limiting value of EWST bottom
pressure can be exceeded at the beginning of LOCA, therefore a blow-off line for gaseous
removal to reactor hall atmosphere is supposed to be install in order to protect EWST bottom
construction, while dimensioning of its capacity shell consider ceiling pressure difference limit
too.

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS OF HZ (ACCIDENT LOCALIZATION SYSTEM)

Based on a number of analyses, the following design modifications of hermetic,zone were
proposed (see schemes Fig C) meeting requirements of Nuclear Regulatory Authority (UJD
SR):

1) Installation of large safety (relief) flaps discharging into atmosphere: 4 x DN1130 per unit
(1 small DN520 is changed), the lay-out is shown in Fig. E; all flaps have the set-point of
opening overpressure decreased down to AP < 50 kPa.
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2) Installation of a blow-off pipe with the diameter of DN1200 from the Emergency Water

Storage Tank into the reactor hall atmosphere (ensuring that the limiting value of pressure
in EWST will not be exceeded) with a relief flap (AP < 30 kPa) at pipe discharge into
atmosphere; the pipe is equipped with shut-off valve, which close the discharge line
within ~ 20 minutes since accident initiation (see Figs, C, G).

3) Installation.of six condensation pipes- CBK (see Figs. C, D) with the diameter of DN510,
four of whidrdesignated for the original function of draining the discharged coolant frorrr~
the SG box floor into EWST, with a protective device being installed above their inlet
openings. Circulation Barbotage Condensers (CBK) are used as a protection of EWST
inlet, bottom and walls against jet and condensation loads. The protective device above the
outlet openings ensures flow passage in the line in such a way that larger pieces of torn-off
insulation material are not able to block CBK.

The existing venting pipes of EWST 2 x DN150 are equipped with check valves (Figs. C)
to avoid an inflow of steam-air mixture from SG box, and in turn a potential direct release
of the mixture from HZ into the reactor hall - environment, and also to equalise pressures
in HN and SG box during subsequent phases of accident.

4) Installation of vacuum-breaker for HZ protection against very low sub-atmospheric
pressure; the system is needed mainly for DBA - accidents with a break of high-energy
secondary piping when a large release of the original air from HZ occurs and a rapid rate
of pressure reduction occurs and sub-atmospheric pressure is achieved in SG boxes due to
rapid termination of discharge from secondary circuit (SC) and effective spray
systemoperation. It is proposed to use the relief route from the reactor hall after rupture of
a burst membrane DN600 if AP is « -15 kPa (Figs. C, H).

5) With regard to the need of an effective use of HZ space for reducing pressure peaks
mainly in case of BDBA, installation is proposed of membranes 4x DN800 in flanges
being able to be disassembled (during outages) in the existing connection line between SG
box (R002) with MCP platform (R102) in Fig. C, with the burst pressure set at the value
ofAP~30kPa.

Condensation in EWST enables to reach confinement pressure suppression without excessive
construction works on hermetic boundary, speeding up passively the finish of the direct
coolant and possible radioactivity release to the environment (safety relief flaps earlier
closing), what leads to smaller losses of the coolant amount from the confinement. Moreover,
it allows to consider wider accident management possibilities to cope properly a various
beyond design basis accident scenarios in the preventive or mitigate phases. A combination of
a such kind of ALS solution with a Filtered Venting System has advantages and might be
useful especially for the more severe accident cases. Current solution is open for the possible
later improvements of confinement functions if it is necessary.
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Fig. A Measurment of permanent untightness
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Fig. E: Disposition of 12 relief valves DN 1130 mm
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Fig. F: CBK construction and instalation EWST
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Fig. G: Blow-off line contruction and instalation in EWST and reactor hall
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Fig- H: Disposition of vacuum breaker instalation
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Fig. I: Normalisation scheme for HZ of NPP V-1
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